OFF THE FLOOR

HUNGRY HEART
That guy from the telly, Simon Amstell
releases his directorial debut feature f ilm
Benjamin on 15 March. We’re writing about it
because the dancefloor can be a tough place,
however full of love it is, and as he explains:
“I wanted to write about feeling lonely and
confused in my twenties. I think it was an
attempt to f igure out what was wrong with
me. It turned out I was terrified of intimacy.
Benjamin eventually meets a beautiful young
musician who cracks through his defences,
so Ben is f inally able to be in a moment with
another human being.”
The score is made by James Righton from The
Klaxons.
“We met quite a few years ago and then
happened to bump into each other again in
New York,” Amstell says. “James then did
the score on a short film I directed, and I
also directed a music video for his song,
‘Something More’. There was a moment when
James said something like, ‘Maybe the whole
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score is an extension of the intimate piano
lesson between Benjamin and Noah’, and I
got very excited. That felt like the key to the
whole thing.”
Righton says: “I said yes without thinking
about what it entails. I then panicked,
opened up Pro Tools and started to write.”
What f ilm soundtracks do you like, James?
“Colin Towns’ Full Circle, Clint Mansell’s
Moon, Francois de Roubaix’s Daughters Of
Darkness, all of Morricone, and Nicholas
Brittal’s Moonlight. We wanted the
soundtrack to have a naïve, playful quality.
Nothing grand.”
Is that a sign of our times?
“The dream is less Hollywood these days,
more Margate. DJing and DJ culture opened
my eyes to a world of acceptance. Going out
to Trash in London was my f irst experience
of DJ culture. It was incredible. You’d hear
The Smiths next to Le Tigre, next to Vitalic.
It was clear that there were no rules and you
can play whatever you feel is right.”

SOUNDS OF THE
’BURBS

IF YOU GOOGLE image search Brockmans
Park in Hertfordshire, it looks a bit safe,
a bit wannabe Dulwich Village, and all the
perfect lawns, golf and nouveau poshness of
crapuccinos make it seem like it’s the kinda
place where suicide or music are the best
ways out. It’s where Tracey Thorn grew up,
as documented in her new memoir, Another
Planet: A Teenager In Suburbia.
She’s now three books into her life away from
Everything But The Girl — the band she began
at university with her now husband, Ben
Watt (who has written two respected books,
opened Cherry Jam in West London in 2000,
and continues to run Buzzin’ Fly Records
and Strange Feeling). They had huge hits
including the Todd Terry remixed ‘Missing’ in
1995, and Thorn’s collaborated with Massive
Attack, had three children and put out five
solo records. Which is a long way away from
the success of a girl born on what her mother
saw as the wrong side of the tracks. Her
teachers envisaged a typing pool destiny.
Following the path of Viv Albertine’s sacred
trinity: music, clothes, boys, Tracey travelled
beyond the green belt to The Smoke. The
honesty and approachability of Thorn’s
writing
speaks to
the bedroom
DJ in all
of us. She
seamlessly
travels teen
diaries, preinternet life,
the boredom
of youth,
and sews a
plethora of
thoughts on
the suburbs,
in a classic,
perfect lawn
of an English
memoir.
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